To All Members of the MIT Community:

As members of the MIT faculty, we will participate in the moratorium on April 15th. We invite the MIT Community as a whole to join us in an Institute rally for peace at 1:00 pm in front of the Student Center. We will organize against the war in a mass rally to be held on the Boston Common at 4:00 pm.

We believe that a majority of our fellow citizens now believe that the Vietnam war is a senseless and tragic mistake and that American participation in it must end. We believe that prompt and total withdrawal is necessary and that an immediate readjusting of our national priorities is crucial.

Sincerely,

[Signatures of faculty members]

The above names were collected over the weekend to make the Tech deadline. We apologize to those people who would have joined us but were not contacted. If you wish to add your name and contribution please send it to 14N 433. Checks should be made payable to APRIL MORATORIUM.